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DETERMINATION OF THE ABSOLUTE DISINTEGRATION RATE

OF Csi3?-SOURCES BY THE TRACER METHOD

S. Hellström and D. Brune

Summary:

Cs -sources were absolutely measured by the "tracer method",
82

with Br as a tracer nuclide and with application of the 4tirfi~ V

coincidence technique.

A self-absorption of 6 % was found in sources obtained from a

solution with a carrier-content of 400 /Ag/ml. The precision of the

method for the determination of the jl-emission rate was estimated

to i 1 %.

The results were compared with those of other works.
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Introduction

i 37
Cs is widely used as a Y-standard for different spectroscopic

work. For this reason it is important to produce sources of this

radionuclide with rather accurately known disintegration rate (^'~ 1 %).

Experience has raised doubt as to the precision obtainable with simple

47T£~counting technique (i), as with this method correction must be

made for the residual self-absorption which cannot easily be found,

1 37

The mode of decay of Cs (fig- i) does not permit of a straight-

forward application of any coincidence method, as decay by the £-rays

with max. energy 0,51 MeV is followed by an intermediate state of

Ba (half-life Z. 6 min), from which 0. 662 MeV y-rays are emitted

with a conversion of about 10 %. Theoretically, coincidence counting

of the conversion electrons and associated X-rays is possible if the

branching ratio and the conversion coefficient are known with sufficient

accuracy, but the corrections involved ai*e manifold. More convenient

is the tracer method (Z). It was decided to try the method with Br

(fig. Z) as a tracer-nuclide, because it has states with a high percent-

age of y-rays > 0.662 MeV and a suitable short half-life (35.5 hours).*

Its maximum p-energy, 0.44 MeV, is also comparable with that of the
1 37

most abundant ^--branch in Cs , 0. 51 MeV..

Theoretical considerations

The ti-acer method involves 4ir^-Y~coincidence technique (3), (4),

The principle is best understood by first considering the equations for

137
* After the accomplishment of the experimental work a Cs -standard

82
solution which had been standardized with Br as a tracer was received

from the IAEA's laboratory in Vienna.
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determining the disintegration rate of a miclide with several {£-branches

followed by one or more y~ rays.

The following equations hold (see also fig. 2 and 3):

n n
N f l - £ £ - * . N + £ (I - £A.)-£? . • *. • N +

* ft J ° T ^ YJ J,-_.« FJ J - j _ « f J YJ j O 1 + K,

n
N v = Z £ - • * . - N . (2)

N = disintegration rate

= counting rate of jl-channel

Ny = counting rate of Y- channel

N = coincidence counting rate

«t. = branching percentage
J

ec - the part of disintegrations following the j-branch with at least

one conversion electron

£ - detection efficiency in the p-counter of p-spectrum from

branch j

£ .= resulting detection efficiency in the ^-counter of the different

y-quantas from branch j

£yi- resulting detection efficiency in the (J-counter of y-quantas

from branch j .
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The influence of X-rays is omitted in accordance with the assump-

tion that all conversion electrons are detected (£ _ = 1). Likewise
e

the faint contribution to the coincidence rate from Y - V , V - e (con-

version electrons) and ^-X (bremstrahlung) coincidences are neglected

(4).

- N
VV

n
r e. • ». + c
*-1 ft J

n

j '
•N (4)

N n o
I £ - . - 5 V . - CO.

C = usually small correction for y-quantas and conversion electrons

counted by the p-counter.

Corrections for dead time, random coincidence and background

are assumed to have been made (see for instance ref. 4 or 5).

N
From the ratio —rr— the to for the softest (J-branch can be determined

if all y-energies lower than that of this branch are eliminated by suitable

discrimination in the y-channel.

Thus (NY) j . = £ - a • N
• disc r Y 1 o

< N c > d i s c r = £
P l ' £ V j - « 1 ' N o

c
T , d i s c r £.

and h e n c e ->- ••< = t
(NY) Pj

di s c i*

£» is not the same for different sources and by addition of a carrier

a variation in £« of for instance 0. 5 - 1.0 may be obtained.

V NY
If the apparent disintegration rate —rj is plotted as a function

c

of 6g. , the disintegration rate N can be obtained by extrapolation
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= 1. Because e relates to the softest jl-component all

when &

to E,

£ .—»1 and ———- reduces to N , when ig.—>1. The disintegration

rate can also be calculated from a single measurement, if correction

is made for the complex decay scheme by adopting theoretically or

experimentally obtained expressions for the j>-efficiencies (2).

The most reliable procedure is perhaps to use the N«-counting

rate because it is a linear function of £.,. (see equation (1)). Experi-

mental Nfc-values traced versus £fi , will give the disintegration

rate N on extrapolating to £. - 1. For thin sources, at least, the

self-absorption of the different £-branches increases proportionally

to the source thickness- This statement is supported by theoretical

investigation (2) and by way of illustration the simple expression:

£ - —j , taking into account selfabsorption reduces for small

source thicknesses (d) to: $p ĉ s 1 - -^—; u being the massabsorption

coefficient.

The above relation should therefore be rectilinear over some

£fl. -range where:

n

o j=l

+ C.

i - c.(i - ej
n

- V
J

» j . - j

C. E^. - a-. —I
J YJ J i +

+

By simplification:

= A(i - fft.) + 1; C. and A are constants.
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A modification of this method implies the use of a weighted mean

value of the £-efficiencies instead of e. (6):

n

r-i £Si ' £Vi ' ^i N

n N

For nuclides with no Y-emission in pi*ompt coincidence with the
137

j3-decay as Cs , the method may be applied by the following exten-

sion (the tracer method). The nuclide to be determined is connected

with a "tracer" nuclide in a compound (2). The above-adduced principle

is applied to the "tracer" nuclide if this has y-rays in coincidence with

(J-emission. The idea is to determine the p -efficiency (softest or

mean p-efficiency if there are several ^-branches) for the tracer

nuclide and then, when this nuclide has a short half-life, to allow

this to decay, whereupon the fj-activity of the nuclide to be standardized

is measured. This activity is now plotted as a function of the p-detection

efficiency of the tracer nuclide, and on the strength of arguments simi-

lar to those adduced in the foregoing the relation is assumed to be recti-

linear for high values of the ^-efficiency, so that an extrapolation to

€» = 1 should give the absolute value of the disintegration rate.

Experimental

_The__Apparatus

The 4fr(J-Y coincidence equipment (fig. 2) consists of a 4lT(5-

proportional counter in brass operated with C. P. methane flow-gas and

a i 3/4" by 1" NaJ(Tl)-crystal y-detector. Both channels have DD2-

Fairstein type non-overloading linear amplifiers with single channel

analysers. A Dynatron coincidence unit serves as coincidence analyser.

The three registers are operated simultaneously. The coincidence unit

is provided with variable delay line in the channels and variable resolu-
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tion and dead-time, and the appropriate values can thus be chosen.

Delay between the two channels £z 0,3 JUS; resolution = 0.7 us; dead-

time = 5 or lO^uis. The discrimination in the y-channel is set with the

help of a Nuclear Data Multichannel analyser, both the normal detec-

tor entrance and the coincidence entrance being used.

The preparation of the CsBr solution

13?
A solution of Cs in 1 N nitric acid was taken as point of

departure. The total strength of the solution was -~~- 10 dis/sec.

A certain amount of NH.Br was irradiated in the reactor Rl to

give a Br " activity of •— 4 x 10 dis/sec. To the Cs solution was

added an amount of Cs as carrier equivalent to the amount of Br in

the irradiated NH Br.

The Caesium solution was passed through an anion exchanger in

OH -form to give CsOH. The bromide solution was passed through a

cation exchanger in H -form to give HBr (possibly HBrO_). The

eluates were mixed, whereupon a solution of CsBr (possibly CsBrO,)

was obtained.

Performance of the measurements

Aliquots of the CsBr solution weighing ~- 40-70 mg and treated

with a ludox solution (7) were evaporated on thin VYNS-filrns rendered

conducting by a thin layer of gold (total density ~ iQfig/cm ), and

covered with a similar film. The CsBr-solution had first been sub-

divided into parts with the same activity per mass unit but different

carrier-content. The y-discrimination level of the counting system

was set sufficiently beyond the Ba y-line to ensure the entire
1 34

suppression of this energy and the lower energy of Cs that was

present at an amount of ~ 2 %. Readings were taken for the different
8Z

sources with a statistical accuracy of about 0. 5 %. When the Br had
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been allowed to decay for some 2 or 3 weeks and it had been ascertained

from the y-activity that no detectable Br remained, all sources were
1 37

remeasured to determine the Cs (3-activity.

The efficiency of the (i-counter for the 0. 662 MeV y-quantas was
1 37

determined by measuring a Cs -source covered with two goldplatec

plastic sheets to stop all ^-particles with a result of 0. 6 % efficiency.

Results

82
From the first measurements the p -efficiency of the Br -activity

was calculated from the ratios -j^ , after due correction for random
i\y

coincidences, background and dead-time. The corrected values of the
1 37

Cs p-activity (including -~ 1 0 % conversion electrons from the

Ba -activity) were plotted as a function of the Br p-efficiency

(see fig. 3). Because of their high energy any absorption of conversion

electrons was neglected.

Over the range obtained the experimental points are with good

approximation fittable to a straight line. This was found by a least

square calculation method (see for instance ref. (8)). The linear extra-

polation to Eg = i is still more acceptable according to what was men-

tioned above. This shows that the best sources prepared (except one)

from a solution of carrier of 400/ig/ml are too low in disintegration

rate, with by 6 %.

A probable error of + 1 % in the extrapolated value of the (J-emission

rate was calculated under the assumption that the points were equally,

normally distributed from the found line, neglecting the errors of (£A ) g£

(9). A theoretically more rigorous calculation based on the probable

errors of the constants in the linear equation as given by the formulas

in (8) p. 250, gives a probable error of t 4 % for the extrapolated
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value. But this is not the limit, as it can be reduced by more measure-

ments, especially in the region £p > 0. 92, and the figure 1 1 % is by

practical consideration more significant.

1 37
In fig. 4 the calculated Cs p-efficiencies have for convenience

82
been traced versus Br p -efficiency.

Discussion

The best efficiency ((£{3) R? = ^. 92) was obtained with one of the

sources prepared from a solution with carrier strength 80/ng/ml, but

the rest were substantially lower in efficiency, probably owing to

cristallization effects. The deficiency in the detection of the ji-rays

from Cs and Br is mainly due to self-absorption, the foil-

absorption being negligable and the detection threshold corresponding

to about 6 or 8 ion pairs, which gives rise to a detection loss well

beneath 1 %- The influence of the threshold is further reduced by

the extrapolation.

The results are in good agreement with the experimental works

of Gunnink et al. (10) and Men-itt et al. (7) p. 1113. Their results

for corresponding p-energies are compared in table i with our values

as read from the curve, fig. 5. There are also values calculated from

the general used approximate absorption formula:

where the mass absorption coefficient )x was calculated from the averaged

expression: JK. = 0.01523 E * cm "/mg found by Belov et al. (li).

The discrepancy is as expected larger in this case though not too

serious.
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The spread beyond statistical variance of the points from the

curve in fig. 3 may be due to unequal source structure, giving rise

to different absorption functions. Consequently a careful and uniform

source preparation is indicated, if consistent results shall be ob-

tained.

137
Any influence from differences in the JJ -spectrum shapes, Cs

SZ
having forbidden transition (12) and Br having allowed transition

(13, 14), has not been taken into account. It is supposed as minor

but could be interpreted theoretically, as well as any overestimate in

the extension of the rectilinear region of the efficiency relationship (2).
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Tables

Table I. Counting losses of (i-rays from Br and Cs at different
source thicknesses

Self-absorption Self-absorption
of p from Br82 of Cs1 3 7

otg Self-absorption
of Br 8 2

5-5

4 .4

2.4

5.5

4.6
5.5

3.5
4.4

4.4

2.1
2 .4

1.8
2 .4

Ref. Notes

Gunnink et al. * (10) Soxirces not spe-
cified, probably
3-5 ^

This work fig. 5

Merritt et al.* (7)

This work fig. 5

Merritt et al. *

This work fig. 5

only evaporated
sources 2 jug/cm^

ludox treated
sources 2^g/

5.0

9 . 5

19.6

29.5

3.5
5.0
4.3
5.0

8.0
9.5

8.0
9.5

15.0
19.6

16.5
19.6

23.0
29.5

25.0
29.5

Belov et al. (11)

This work fig. 5

Belov et aL

This work fig. 5

Belov et al.

This work fig. 5

Belov et al.

This work fig. 5

Calculated (see
text)

Values read from curves giving the self-absorption as function of energy
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